[The concept of narrative insight in schizophrenia: A systematic review].
The aim of this systematic revue of literature is to examine articles dealing with the narrative insight (patient's explanatory models of his difficulties) in patients suffering from schizophrenia. In addition to the theoretical interest of this work, it would make it possible to better adjust the clinical practices concerning the stories of patients about their disorders. A study was conducted using the databases ScienceDirect, Medline, PsychInfo and PubPsych using the key words "narrative insight", "cultural insight", "subjective insight", "narrative awareness", "mental illness", and "psychiatric disorder". This search by keywords led to eighty-six results; abstracts of all the articles were consulted. Then the authors selected and studied all articles corresponding to inclusion criteria and compared their results and reached agreement by consensus in case of difference. The theme of the study was to focus on the concept of narrative insight or any other close concept mentioning an explanatory model of mental and/or psychiatric disorders, moving away from the biomedical model. Nine articles were selected based on the inclusion criteria (articles published in peer reviewed journals, where the both the resume and article are accessible; articles dealing with narrative insight of people suffering from schizophrenia). The authors of these articles agree that awareness of mental illness, insight, is a narrative act in which people give a personal meaning to their disorder. The most popular biomedical model used has many limitations and is the subject of many controversies. Results of the conducted study suggest considering narrative insight as adaptive strategies to mental illnesses. Indeed the process of narrative insight essentially consists in the patient adapting his life story to his conceptions and his values. To tell the story of one's own troubles with one's own values and beliefs gives meaning that helps protect identity and give back hope. This concept is considered to be dynamic and multidimensional. In addition, studies highlight its positive effects including the simultaneous presence of several models, which would have a greater favorable impact on the prognosis than the medical explanation alone. It seems necessary to take into account the concept of narrative insight in order to evaluate insight of patients suffering from mental illness. This implies that the evaluation methods of insight as well as the clinical practice must evolve to adapt to the culture and subculture of the patient. This could have beneficial effects on the well-being of patients, therapeutic relations, access to treatment as well as psychiatric research, as well as limit controversies around this topic. It would be interesting to confirm this new conception of insight and the therapeutic relations by carrying out new studies as well as by starting to take it into account in patient care.